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ABSTRACT
People spend considerable effort managing the impressions they
give others. Social psychologists have shown that people manage
these impressions differently depending upon their personality.
Facebook and other social media provide a new forum for this
fundamental process; hence, understanding people’s behaviour on
social media could provide interesting insights on their personality.
In this paper we investigate automatic personality recognition from
Facebook profile pictures. We analyze the effectiveness of four fam-
ilies of visual features and we discuss some human interpretable
patterns that explain the personality traits of the individuals. For
example, extroverts and agreeable individuals tend to have warm
colored pictures and to exhibit many faces in their portraits, mir-
roring their inclination to socialize; while neurotic ones have a
prevalence of pictures of indoor places. Then, we propose a classifi-
cation approach to automatically recognize personality traits from
these visual features. Finally, we compare the performance of our
classification approach to the one obtained by human raters and we
show that computer-based classifications are significantly more ac-
curate than averaged human-based classifications for Extraversion
and Neuroticism.
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1 INTRODUCTION
People, being social animals, spend a considerable amount of effort
forming and managing impressions, especially in the initial stage
of social interactions [17]. Communication platforms such as Face-
book, Twitter and Instagram, provide new channels for this funda-
mental process. For example, several studies reported that Facebook
users engage in actively creating, maintaining and modifying an
image of themselves by adjusting their profiles, including status up-
dates and pictures, and also displaying their likes and dislikes [21].
Hence, the Facebook profile page can be considered as a mediated
representation of a Facebook user. Moreover, although users may
be tempted to enhance their self-presentations, friends who are
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both offline and online keep Facebook users’ self-presentations in
check. Therefore, as shown by [58] the online profile usually reflects
the offline profile, although slightly enhanced. Social psychology
has also shown the important role played by people’s personality
traits in the way they manage the impressions to convey in self-
presentations [32, 46]. Thus, understanding people’s behavior on
social media could provide interesting insights on their personality.
Literature in personality psychology reported that users can
make accurate personality impressions from the information dis-
played in social network user profiles [22], and have investigated the
specific features from user profiles and photos that are more useful
to create personality impressions [13]. Specifically, estimations of
Extraversion and Agreeableness were strongly related to profile pic-
ture friendliness while estimations of Neuroticism were related to
profile picture unfriendliness. On the same line, Utz [55] associated
user Extraversion with photo expressiveness. More recent works fo-
cused on the personality types associated to the production of selfies
[12, 40, 50], witch is often associated to narcissism, and to honesty
in self-presentation [23]. Several works have also used social media
data for automatic personality recognition [19, 28, 29, 43, 63]. Most
of the personality computing literature analyzes Facebook profile
characteristics (e.g. education, religion, marital status, number of
political organizations the users belong to, etc.), textual content
of statuses [47], ego-network structural characteristics [44], and
preferences (e.g. Facebook Likes) [29]. However, as shown by [56]
Facebook photos may have more impact on judgments of some
traits (e.g. Extraversion) than textual self-disclosures. In a precur-
sory study, Celli et al. [5] dealt with the task of personality recog-
nition from Facebook profile pictures. In their work, they used a
bag-of-visual-word representation of images in order to extract non
interpretable visual features and they performed prediction of the
personality without analyzing which of them are more influential
for a particular trait. Another limitation of [5] was the size of the
dataset of profile pictures, based only on 100 Facebook users.
Taking these previous findings as inspiration, we investigate the
effectiveness of four different families of visual features: (i) Com-
putational Aesthetics based features (CA), Pyramid Histogram Of
visual Words based features (PHOW), Image Analysis TOol based
features (IATO), and Convolutional Neural Networks based features
(CNNs). The experiments are performed on the Facebook profile
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pictures collected in the myPersonality corpus [29], a significantly
larger dataset compared with the one used by Celli et al. [5]; specif-
ically, we use 11,736 Facebook profile pictures, each one belonging
to a different user. Finally, we focus on two personality traits, Neu-
roticism and Extraversion (which appear to be more relevant for
revealing the personality of Facebook users), and we compare the
accuracy of human and computer-based personality judgements.
Interestingly, our results show that computer-based classifications
are significantly more accurate than averaged human-based classi-
fications for both traits. Our results provide some evidence in line
with that recently obtained by Youyou et al. [63], wherein computer-
based predictions based on Facebook Likes are more accurate than
those made by the participants’ Facebook friends.
In summary, the main contributions of the paper are: (i) we ex-
ploit four families of visual features to represent the profile pictures
in order to extract meaningful, relevant and interpretable visual pat-
terns that correlate with the users’ personality traits; (ii) we propose
a classification approach to automatically recognize the personality
from these visual features; and (iii) we compare the performance of
our classification approach to the performance obtained by human
raters on two specific personality traits, Neuroticism and Extraver-
sion.
2 RELATEDWORK
In the last years, the interest in automatic personality recognition
has grown (see Vinciarelli and Mohammadi for a comprehensive
survey [60]) and several works have started exploiting the wealth
of data made available by social media [3, 18, 28, 43], microphones
and cameras [25, 34, 39, 42], and mobile phones [6, 51]. Two works
addressed the automatic recognition of personality traits from self-
presentation videos [2, 3]. Biel et al. [3] used a dataset of 442 vlogs
and asked external observers to rate vlogger’s personality types;
instead Batrinca et al. [2] recorded video self-presentations of 89
subjects in a lab setting, asking them to complete a self-assessed
personality test.
Personality traits of a user were found to have an influence
on his/her choice of the profile picture in Facebook [62], which
suggests that profile pictures can be used to gauge users’ personal-
ity types. Despite this, the recognition of personality from profile
pictures is a relatively new and challenging task. Previous works
predicted personality traits from preferred pictures in Flickr using
Computational Aesthetics based features [49] and Convolutional
Neural Networks based features [48]. The experiments were per-
formed using PsychoFlickr, a corpus of 60,000 pictures tagged as
favorite by 300 ProFlickr users [8]. For each user, the corpus in-
cludes 200 randomly selected favorite pictures and two personality
assessments. The first assessment has been obtained by asking the
users to self-assess their personality traits using a validated ques-
tionnaire (BFI [45]), while the second one has been obtained by
asking 12 independent assessors to rate the traits of the user. The
approach based on Convolutional Neural Networks outperformed
the one using Computational Aesthetics based features, obtaining
an average accuracy of 54% for self-assessed personality traits and
of 65% for personality traits assessed by external observers.
Other previous works predicted personality traits from Insta-
gram pictures [14] (with a Root Mean Square Error ranging from
0.66 for Conscientiousness to 0.95 for Neuroticism) and from profile
pictures of 100 Facebook users, obtaining an average F1-measure
of 67% [5]. Both Ferwerda et al. and Celli et al. used a very limited
number of users (113 and 100, respectively). Ferwerda et al. used
more images for each user (about 200) and a limited set of features,
just based on color statistics and the presence of faces and people
in images. Additionally, Ferwerda et al. have different objectives
from ours, being focused on investigating the relationship between
the personality of Instagram users and the way they manipulate
their pictures by using photo filters.
An important issue with personality prediction is the relation-
ship between self-assessed and observer-perceived personality types.
As already mentioned, Youyou et al. provided evidence that person-
ality predictions made by computers based on Facebook Likes are
more accurate than those made by Facebook friends [63]. Neverthe-
less the evaluation of perceived personality rating by humans still
remain an hot topic [27], with results obtained by Hall et al. [24]
indicating that observers could accurately estimate Extraversion,
Agreeableness and Conscientiousness of unknown profile owners.
3 FACEBOOK PICTURES AND PERSONALITY
TRAITS
We use a corpus of 11,736 Facebook profile pictures, each one be-
longing to a different user. The dataset was retrieved from myPer-
sonality corpus [29], a database collected from Facebook using
an app [52] that measured several psychometric tests. In return
for their scores, users could volunteer their Facebook profile data
and Facebook activities (status messages, Likes, etc.), demographic
and other information. Self-assessment questionnaires have been
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Figure 1: Distribution of the collected self-assessments for
each personality trait.
used to measure and annotate the personality of each individual in
terms of the Big Five model [7]. This model comprises five traits:
(i) Extraversion (sociable, assertive vs. aloof, reserved), (ii) Agree-
ableness (friendly, cooperative vs. antagonistic, faultfinding), (iii)
Conscientiousness (self-disciplined, organized vs. inefficient, care-
less), (iv) Neuroticism (insecure, anxious vs. calm, unemotional),
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and (v) Openness to Experience (intellectual, insightful vs. shallow,
unimaginative). Personality was assessed using the International
Personality Item Pool (IPIP) [20] questionnaire. The measurements
consist of five scores, one per trait, that account for the position of
an individual along each of the dimensions. Fig. 1 reports the scores’
distribution of each personality trait. We can notice that Openness
to Experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and Agreableness
distributions are negatively skewed, while Neuroticism is positively
skewed.
4 FEATURE EXTRACTION
We extract four families of features, ranging from easily inter-
pretable ones, like Computational Aesthetics based features (CA),
used in similar task as predicting personality from images liked by
Flickr users [49], to hardly interpretable ones, like Image Analy-
sis TOol based features (IATO) and Pyramid Histogram Of visual
Words based features (PHOW) [4] that capture low level informa-
tion and Convolutional Neural Network based features (CNN) [26]
as they have been shown to be very performant on computer vision
tasks. A description of each feature family follows:
CA - Computational Aesthetics based features: The cues of
this family describe aesthetically, easily interpretable aspects of
an image, like the use of the color, the localized presence of edges,
the number of regions and their layout, etc. CA-based features
have been recently used in [49] for linking the images liked by a
person with his/her personality, and are organized into four main
categories (color, composition, textual properties, and content),
following the taxonomy proposed in [37]: a short description of
their nature is reported in Table 1.
PHOW - Pyramid Histogram Of visual Words based fea-
tures: PHOW-based features [4] are essentially (color) SIFT fea-
tures [36] densely extracted at multiple scales in localized sectors
of the images, and quantized into a bag of words representation [9].
These features have been considered for their massive usage in
object recognition. In this paper, 3 scales are taken into account,
with 4 × 4 sectors and a vocabulary of 20 words, resulting in a
960-dimensional feature vector. We tried different PHOW configu-
rations before ending to this final one. In particular, we observed
that if we increase the number of words some of them result redun-
dant, while decreasing that number results in an underestimated
and less representative number of words for our task. For the num-
ber of scales and sectors, even if we tried others configurations, we
found that the standard values used by Vedaldi [59] were adequate
for our task.
CNN - Convolutional Neural Network based features: Deep
Learning tools such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [33]
have recently become popular as methods for learning image rep-
resentations [31]. The usual pipeline for using CNNs is to exploit
pre-learned network layers acting as filter banks on unseen data,
or fine tuning the deepest layers on desired training data. In all the
cases, the CNN training on images needs huge amount of samples
(on the order of hundred of thousands in many cases), which is
not our case. In this paper, we use the recently popular ‘ImageNet
network’ [31] trained on 1.3 million images for the ImageNet [11]
challenge 2012. Specifically, we use Caffe [26] to extract features
from the layer just before the final 1000 class classification layer,
resulting in a feature vector of 4096 dimensions. These features pro-
vide a representation of each image at different levels of abstraction
by applying different types of filters.
IATO - Image Analysis TOol based features: IATO is a new
low-level feature extractor acting on the relative frequency of each
byte of the picture, plus some specific format encoding characteris-
tics of .jpeg, like Huffman tables and quantization tables. Table 1
reports a description of the types and number of features that IATO
can extract, resulting in a feature vector of 280 dimensions. Com-
pared to the other feature sets, IATO is very fast and does not
require high computational power.
5 EXPERIMENTS
The analyses carried out in the experiments are aimed to investigate
two main research questions:
(1) Research question 1 (RQ1): Do profile pictures contain
information about their owners’ personality?
(2) Research question 2 (RQ2): Which, if any, of the profile
picture features are indicative of their owners’ personality
traits?
In the following, we will refer to RQ1 and RQ2 for addressing
the specific research questions. This study is organized in two
tasks: in the first one we perform a correlation analysis between
image features and personality scores, in the second one we employ
learning approaches to infer personality traits, given the features
extracted from profile pictures.
5.1 Correlational Analysis
Table 2 presents the means of the absolute values of the statistically
significant Spearman correlation coefficients between the features
of a given family and the personality scores for each trait. The
correlations’ p-values are corrected using Bonferroni correction.
The table reports the results obtained considering (i) all the samples
below and above the mean µ of the personality scores’ distributions
and (ii) only the samples below the first quartile and above the third
quartileQ1,3, in order to account for strongly different profiles only.
In addition, the table reports also the number of total features for
each family (e.g. 82 for CA, 960 for PHOW, etc.), the number of
features that correlate significantly with a trait (e.g. 61 using CA
with Openness to Experience, 50 using CA with Conscientiousness,
etc.) and their percentage with respect to the total number (e.g.
74% using CA with Openness to Experience, 61% using CA with
Conscientiousness, etc.).
The results in the table trigger many interesting observations
for RQ1: the amount of significant correlations found is consider-
able, which is encouraging and supports the previous findings that
personality traits have an influence on the choice of profile pictures
in Facebook [62]. Despite this, we observed that the correlation
values are very low. However, the fact that the highest correlation
values for all the traits and the highest percentage of correlated
features is related to the CA-based features indicates that inter-
pretability is a key to select the appropriate cues to analyze the
images (RQ2), and this motivates a further analysis that we will
present in the following on the CA-based features. PHOW-based
and IATO-based features are comparable in terms of correlation
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Family Category Name d Short Description
CA
Color
HSV statistics 5 Average of S channel and standard deviation of S, V channels [37]; circular variance in HSV colorspace [38]; use of light as the average pixel intensity of V channel [10]
Emotion-based 3 Measurement of valence, arousal, dominance [37]
Color diversity 1 Distance w.r.t a uniform color histogram, by Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) [10, 37]
Color name 11 Amount of black, blue, brown, green, gray, orange, pink, purple, red, white, yellow [37]
Composition
Edge pixels 1 Total number of edge points, extracted with Canny detector [35]
Level of detail 1 Number of regions (after mean shift segmentation) [16]
Average region size 1 Average size of the regions (after mean shift segmentation) [16]
Low depth of field (DOF) 3 Amount of focus sharpness in the inner part of the image w.r.t. the overall focus [10, 37]
Rule of thirds 2 Average of S,V channels over inner rectangle [10, 37]
Image size 1 Size of the image [10, 35]
Textural Properties
Gray distribution entropy 1 Image entropy [35]
Wavelet based textures 12 Level of spatial graininess measured with a three-level (L1,L2,L3) Daubechies wavelet transformon HSV channels [10]
Tamura 3 Amount of coarseness, contrast, directionality [53]
GLCM - features 12 Amount of contrast, correlation, energy, homogeneousness for each HSV channel [37]
GIST descriptors 24 Output of GIST filters for scene recognition [41].
Content Faces 1 Number and size of faces after Viola-Jones face detection algorithm [61]
PHOW Pyramid Histogram Of visual Words 960 A variant of the SIFT features extracted on a spatial pyramid [36]
CNN Convolutional Neural Network 4096 Features extracted at FC7 layer of the ImageNet network [31]
IATO Image Analysis TOol
Baseline scan info 1 Matching the byte sequence defining baseline scan
Progressive scan info 1 Matching the byte sequence defining progressive scan
Comments 1 Count of the byte sequence defining comments
Huffman tables 1 Count of the byte sequence defining Huffman tables
Quantization tables 1 Matching count of the byte sequence defining quantization tables
Start of image chars 18 18 Features defining image characteristics: width, height, number of image components, andcomponent subsampling
Fillers 1 Count of x00 bytes
Relative frequency of bytes 255 Relative frequency of each byte from x01 to xFF
Total number of bytes 1 Size of the image in bytes
Table 1: Synopsis of the features. Every image is represented with 82 AAVF features split in four major categories (Color,
Composition, Textural Properties, and Faces), 960 PHOW features, 4096 CNN features, 280 IATO features.
Spearman ρ # (%) of correlations
O C E A N O C E A N
CA (82) µ 0.0168 0.0172 0.0174 0.0131 0.0163 61 (74%) 50 (61%) 59 (72%) 39 (47%) 69 (84%)
Q1,3 0.0214 0.0191 0.0289 0.0196 0.0225 57 (70%) 60 (73%) 62 (76%) 55 (67%) 65 (79%)
PHOW (960) µ 0.0150 0.0136 0.0155 0.0137 0.0140 641 (67%) 591 (62%) 631 (66%) 569 (59%) 586 (61%)
Q1,3 0.0204 0.0179 0.0210 0.0187 0.0184 625 (65%) 589 (61%) 613 (64%) 605 (63%) 581 (61%)
CNN (4096) µ 0.0118 0.0119 0.0119 0.0116 0.0117 2040 (50%) 2100 (51%) 2031 (50%) 2011 (49%) 2032 (50%)
Q1,3 0.0154 0.0155 0.0166 0.0152 0.0152 2052 (50%) 2064 (50%) 2057 (50%) 2032 (50%) 2006 (49%)
IATO (280) µ 0.0125 0.0120 0.0154 0.0121 0.0137 156 (57%) 155 (56%) 185 (66%) 163 (59%) 168 (61%)
Q1,3 0.0163 0.0151 0.0227 0.0167 0.0190 156 (57%) 134 (49%) 177 (64%) 148 (54%) 193 (70%)
Table 2: Summary of the average of the absolute values of the statistically significant correlation scores of each feature family
with all the traits (left) and number (and percentage) of the features which correlate significantly.
strength and percentage of significant correlations. CNN-based fea-
tures are systematically a little lower as for the correlation strength
and for the percentage, even if they represent as absolute number
the highest amount of correlated cues. In Table 3 we analyze in
details the correlations between the CA-based features and the
personality trait scores, considering only the samples above the
first quartile and below the third quartile. For the sake of clarity
and space, we report only those features that correlate significantly
with at least two personality traits, reporting also those correla-
tions that are significant at p < 0.01. The first observations are
that Extraversion and Neuroticism are the traits (in descending
order) with more significant correlations. Considering the feature
as independent variable, the number of faces in the image correlates
with four traits (negatively with Openness to Experience, while
positively with Conscientiousness, Extraversion, and Agreeable-
ness); color features have three features that correlate each one with
three traits (pink with Openness to Experience, Extraversion and
Agreeableness, and red and yellow with Openness to Experience,
Conscientiousness, and Extraversion).
Some considerations emerge and can be fully appreciated by
looking at the table and then checking the pictures of the users
extracted randomly from the two extreme quartilesQ1,3. Extroverts
(see the Table 3, Fig. 2 and 3) tend to exhibit many faces in their
portraits, probably mirroring their inclination to socialize. This
result confirm those found by [24, 62]. The positive correlation
with the rule of thirds (which analyzes where the salient objects are
located in the images, mimicking the rule adopted by professional
photographers) states that face is located around the center of the
4
Category Feature Ope Con Ext Agr Neu
Color
valence - - 0.04* 0.03 -
colorfulness - - -0.04* - 0.02
brown -0.03* 0.03 - - -
pink -0.04* - 0.08* 0.03 -
purple -0.03* - 0.07* - -
red -0.03* 0.02 0.09* - -
yellow -0.02 -0.03 0.04* - -
Composition
pers. perc. of edges pixels - - 0.03* 0.03 -
level of detail - - 0.07* 0.03 -0.02
avg region size - - -0.07* -0.03 0.02
rule of thirds - saturation - - 0.04* 0.02 -
Textural Properties
gray distribution entropy - - 0.03 0.03 -
brightness wavelet - lev 2 - - 0.03 - -0.03
brightness wavelet - lev 3 - - 0.04* - -0.02
brightness wavelet avg - - 0.04* - -0.03
Tamura directionality - - -0.03 -0.02 -
GLCM correlation - hue -0.03* - 0.03 - -
GLCM energy - saturation - - -0.06* - 0.03*
GLCM homogeneity - saturation - - -0.04* - 0.02
GLCM contrast - brightness - - 0.04* - -0.03
GLCM energy - brightness - -0.03 -0.04* - -
GLCM homogeneity - brightness - - -0.04* - 0.03
GIST - channel 7 - - 0.03 - -0.03*
GIST - channel 9 - 0.03* - - -0.04*
GIST - channel 10 - - - -0.03 -0.02
GIST - channel 11 - 0.03* 0.03 - -0.05*
GIST - channel 12 0.03 - - - -0.03
GIST - channel 15 - - 0.04* - -0.04*
GIST - channel 21 - 0.03 - - -0.02
GIST - channel 23 - 0.02 0.04* - -0.03*
Faces number of faces -0.08* 0.04* 0.07* 0.03* -
Table 3: Correlation scores (Spearman ρ correlation coefficients) between features and personality trait scores. Red cells rep-
resent positive correlations while blue ones negative correlations; all filled cells are significant at p < 0.05, cells with * are
significant at p < 0.01.
Figure 2: A random sampling of images of users with
high level of Extraversion, blurred for privacy reasons.
Figure 3: A random sampling of images of users with low
level of Extraversion, blurred for privacy reasons.
picture, but not precisely in the center. Positive associations are also
present for warm colors: this may represent a shared stylistic incli-
nation of extroverts, or simply it witness the fact the the faces in the
images occupy a large region, making warm colors predominant.
The positive correlation with wavelets, level of details and the nega-
tive correlation with average region size, colorfulness suggest that
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pictures present few sharp saturated regions, with uniform colors.
In Fig. 2 we report pictures of extroverts. Taking a look at these
pictures we can observe that extroverts present a pleasant profile
picture, with the face/faces not perfectly centered in the image.
Although the images do not present rich variation of colors, we can
notice the strong predominance of warm and bright colors. We can
also notice the presence of few, but large, bright and sharp regions.
Instead, in Fig. 3 are shown pictures of introverts. We notice that
images appear smooth and with dull colors (this last visible in the
figure). The subject posts a picture where he/she is mostly alone,
half bust, or with a drawing that can represent him/herself.
Neurotic people have a certain tendency of showing portraits
with many colors (high colorfulness), with the presence of large
regions, due to the positive association with texture features like
GLCM, aimed at the computation of the spatial relation between
gray levels. Emotionally stable individuals tend to have sharp details
in the picture, like natural scenes, due to the negative associations
with GIST, wavelets, green features.
Agreeable users tend to have pictures with lots of faces, char-
acterized by a strong level of warm color due to the presence of
faces, and a positive association with rule of thirds. The negative
association with the average region size suggests that unpleasant
individuals tend to have pictures with large, homogeneous regions.
Moreover, disagreeable ones tend to have pictures where they are
portrayed alone. Further, it seems they do not choose carefully their
pictures, as most of them are shot out or too bright because too
prolonged exposure of the camera shutter.
Finally, conscientious individuals tend to have pictures with lots
of faces, while open individuals tend to have pictures where they
are alone.
5.2 Classification
In the second study the goal is to predict the personality traits (that
is, their quantizations with respect to the mean µ and the quartiles
Q1,3), exploiting one or more families of features. Therefore, we
perform two separate binary classification tasks where the classes
below the mean/above the mean and below the first quartile/above the
third quartile are labeled with 0,1 respectively. It is worth noting
that in the quartile task not all the images are considered both for
the training and the testing, but only those in the specific quartile
partition (about 6500 instances).
As for the features, the idea is to consider those that correlate
significantly with a particular trait, and use them jointly to guess the
class; thus we perform a preliminary feature selection step reducing
significantly the number of features (e.g. a subset of 248 CNN-based
features is selected for the Extraversion classification task starting
from the original set of 4096 CNN-based features). Specifically, we
perform a correlation-based feature selection, where for each trait
we retained only those features that resulted statistically significant.
This approach is simple but very effective and often used in the
personality computing literature [1, 3, 60].
As for the classifier, we use a logistic regressor, where the de-
cision rule for minimizing the error is to predict yu = 1 if P(yu =
1|xtest ) > 0.5. In addition to use logistic regression, we tried other
methods such as linear regression, LASSO, stepwise regression,
ridge regression obtaining worst results.
All the classification experiments have been performed using an
averaged Hold-Out protocol: the classifier is trained over the 75%
of the dataset and tested over the remaining 25% of it, performing
10 repetitions with shuffled training and testing partitions, then
computing accuracy and F1-measure for each iteration.
We decided to keep a uniform distribution of the samples, thus
we built a balanced training and testing set: given a trait, we found
the largest class C1, with cardinality N (M for the cardinality of
the other class C2); we select N uniformly random samples from
C1, while we keep all the samples for C2, obtaining two classes
with same cardinality. We then proceed to split the dataset in the
training and testing set: this procedure reduced the overall dataset
to more than 7000 images for each trait.
In Table 4 we report the classification results with respect to the
mean and quartile split with all the families of (correlating) features.
We can first notice that Extraversion has the highest scores, and
that the quartile split results are higher compared to the mean split,
demonstrating that the scores near the mean value correspond to
images less recognizable. We also performed a t-Student test to
confirm the significance of the classification results, testing that
they are statistically above the chance level.
In Table 5 we report the classification results for each feature
family, and for each combination of two and three feature families,
with respect to the quartile binarization. The CNN-based features
give the best classification results, the CA-based features are es-
sentially equivalent to IATO-based features, and the PHOW-based
ones exhibit the lowest performance.
The underlying reason for the success of the CNN-based fea-
tures could be that of their large number with respect to the other
families (e.g. 284 CNN-based features vs. 30 CA-based features, 50
IATO-based features and 172 PHOW-based features for Extraver-
sion classification). By evaluating the combination of families of
features, in Table 5 one can observe that the combination CA +
CNN + IATO give the best results together with PHOW + CNN
+ IATO and all the four families of features, thus witnessing the
essential superiority of the pair CNN-IATO.
Mean Split Quartile Split
Accuracy F1 Measure Accuracy F1 Measure
O 0.55 0.56 0.60 0.60
C 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.60
E 0.56 0.56 0.62 0.62
A 0.55 0.55 0.60 0.60
N 0.55 0.55 0.60 0.60
Table 4: Classification scores with respect tomean split (left)
and quartile split (right).
5.3 Comparing computer-based and
human-based classification
In this last experiment, we compare the accuracy of human and
computer-based personality classification from Facebook profile
pictures. As first step, we build a “reduced” test dataset, focusing on
Extraversion and Neuroticism traits (since they get higher scores
as for the correlational analysis and the classification task) and
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Mean Classification Accuracy
O C E A N
One family of features
CA 0.55 0.52 0.55 0.53 0.53
PHOW 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54
CNN 0.59 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.59
IATO 0.53 0.53 0.55 0.53 0.53
Combination of two families of features
CA-PHOW 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.54 0.54
CA-CNN 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.59
CA-IATO 0.54 0.54 0.56 0.54 0.54
PHOW-CNN 0.59 0.60 0.62 0.61 0.60
PHOW-IATO 0.54 0.54 0.56 0.54 0.55
CNN-IATO 0.60 0.60 0.62 0.60 0.60
Combination of three families of features
CA-PHOW-CNN 0.60 0.60 0.61 0.60 0.59
CA-PHOW-IATO 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.55
CA-CNN-IATO 0.61 0.60 0.62 0.60 0.60
PHOW-CNN-IATO 0.60 0.61 0.62 0.60 0.60
All families of features
CA-PHOW-CNN-IATO 0.60 0.60 0.62 0.60 0.60
Table 5:Mean classification accuracywith respect to quartile
split for each family of feature and combinations of families
of features.
by sampling 150 subjects (75 from the first quartile and 75 from
the third quartile of the two traits). The 150 Facebook users’ im-
ages have been organized on a web interface, where a rater can
select a score between 1 (introvert/emotionally stable) and 5 (extro-
vert/neurotic). 23 participants have been asked to fill the score for
each of the 150 Facebook users, while observing his/her Facebook
profile picture. We computed the agreement among the raters with
Krippendorf’s α [30], a reliability coefficient suitable for a wide
variety of assessments and robust to small sample sizes. The value
of α is 0.34 for Extraversion and 0.26 for Neuroticism. The values
are statistically significant. After that, the selected scores of the 150
Facebook users by each rater have been used as they were provided
by a classifier, computing the mean and maximum accuracy and
F1-measure when predicting the Extraversion or Neuroticism trait,
as reported in Table 6. Second, we used those 150 users of the inter-
face as testing set of our previous computer-based approach (see
Sec. 5.2), and the remaining users of the trait under examination
as the training set. We computed the accuracy and F1-measure of
the classification and reported them in Table 6. We notice that the
classification performed by the computer significantly outperforms
the average human-based classification both for Extraversion and
Neuroticism. Thus, our results support those recently obtained by
Youyou et al. [63], wherein automatic predictions based on Face-
book Likes are more accurate than those made by the participants’
Facebook friends.
According to previous works in social psychology [15], the ac-
curacy of human personality judgements depends on the available
amount of relevant information and on the ability of the person to
detect and use it in a correct way. Under this perspective, computers
have several major advantages over humans. First of all, computers
have the capacity of storing a tremendous amount of information,
User study Quartile User Study Quartile
HUMAN MACHINE
Accuracy F1 Measure Mean Accuracy Mean F1-Measure
E 0.60 0.57 0.68 0.72
N 0.58 0.60 0.69 0.67
Table 6: Comparison between classification performed by
human and machine on a reduced dataset of 150 pic-
tures/users.
which is difficult for humans to access. Then, computers use these
information in order to optimize the judgmental accuracy, while
humans are often affected by various motivational biases [57].
6 DISCUSSION
In the current paper we explore how self-assessed personality traits
can be automatically inferred by just looking at the Facebook pro-
file pictures. We compare four different visual features’ families
in the classification of the Big Five personality traits, and several
interesting insights have emerged, which pave the way for future
work. Among the different families of features taken into account,
those that correlate the most come from the Computational Aes-
thetics (CA) field; these cues are highly interpretable and model
medium/high-level patterns in the image such as the number of
occurrences of a particular color name or the textural properties.
However, it is worth noting that the absolute value of the correla-
tions is low, meaning that more can be done, for example crafting
features specifically suited for capturing personality facets. In this
sense, deep learning appears to be a valid answer, provided that
the number of images to learn is much bigger. Indeed, when it
comes to the classification task, CNN-based features obtain the best
performance; presumably, this is due to their large number with
respect to other feature families (i.e. two orders of magnitude larger
than CA-based features).
Interestingly, dense/global features, together with faces, play
a crucial role in the personality classification task. This suggests
that the context of a picture is also important for determining the
personality trait of an individual: as a consequence, future studies
can focus on features which characterize the face of a subject such
as expression, gaze direction, head pose estimation and emotions
[54], but also the scene in which he/she is immersed.
Finally, a comparison between humans and algorithms in the
detection of personality traits from profile pictures revealed that the
algorithms perform better than humans, a finding that is supported
by previous recent literature [63]. This result definitely encourages
a larger and systematic user study, aimed at distilling those aspects
that contribute in performing a better guess and those that work
as confounding elements, both for the human and the machine.
Our work has also some limitations: first of all, we take into
account only one profile picture per user. In the future it would be
interesting to extend the dataset using a larger number of profile
pictures for each user, in order to investigate if the patterns are
stable and consistent over time or whether the frequency of profile
picture’s change could be helpful in the classification task. Another
limitation is that we try to build a general model from all the profile
pictures in the dataset. There is a large variety of subjects depicted
in the profile pictures, including symbols and animals. In the fu-
ture it would be interesting to test models extracted from more
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homogeneous datasets, for example selecting only profile pictures
containing faces.
Further, we based most of our results regarding correlations and
classification on the hand-crafted features as we retained that, other
than having higher correlations, they are more interpretable from
a human and psychological point of view. However we saw that
when using deep learning features, we achieve the best results in
classification. In the future we are interested in exploiting more
deep learning approaches, with the aim of building a deep model
for each personality trait, able to better generalize and disentangle
the factors characterizing each trait and that links each of them to
the profile images of the users. With this purpose, however, it will
be necessary to build and extrapolate interpretable visualizations
and concepts from the extracted features that most of the time are
used as black box and passed as input to classifiers. In comparison
with this work it would be also interesting to explore whether using
deep learning approaches we will achieve the same results for what
concern the concepts that shape each personality trait.
Finally, we do not investigate whether personality types can be
predicted also from the banner picture or from pictures posted on
the individual’s wall. According to recent literature in social psy-
chology [32], profile pictures seem to be the most important part of
the self presentation in social networks. However, the information
from other types of Facebook pictures may be helpful in the classi-
fication. Finally, the usage of external assessments of personality
traits can be also valuable [49], namely in the sense of calculating
the correlations and the classification scores with respect to the
label given by other people to the profile of an individual. We leave
these open issues for future work.
Overall, an important message remarked by our paper is that
unconsciously we are sharing on social networks more information
than what we think; an apparently simple action, like uploading a
profile picture on Facebook or other social networks, may unveil
some aspects of our personality and this in turns may activate
several possible business applications.
A first example is in the field of marketing, where advertising
and recommendation activities and systems can be customized
based on the information retrieved from our Facebook profile pic-
ture. Another possible application is in the field of social media
monitoring, where personality can play a role in understanding
people’s intentions beside the usage of sentiment analysis tech-
niques. Again, other potential fields include (i) people’s well-being,
where personality classification could be exploited to help early
detection of psychopathology; (ii) human resources, where classifi-
cation of personality types could help monitoring and selecting job
candidates on a large scale; (iii) dating, where personality could be
exploited for profile matching; and (iv) the field of financial tech-
nologies, where personality types could be useful for computing
more accurate personal credit scoring metrics.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we investigate automatic personality classification
from Facebook profile pictures. Specifically, we analyze the effec-
tiveness of four families of visual features (Computational Aesthet-
ics, Pyramid Histogram Of visual Words, Image Analysis TOol, and
Convolutional Neural Networks based features), and we discuss
some human interpretable patterns that explain the personality
traits of the individuals. For example, agreeable individuals and
extroverts tend to have warm colored pictures and to exhibit many
faces in their portraits, mirroring their inclination to socialize; while
neurotic people have a prevalence of pictures of indoor places. More-
over, we propose a classification approach of personality traits from
these visual features. Finally, we focus on two personality traits,
Extraversion and Neuroticism, and we compare the performance
of our classification approach to the one obtained by human raters.
The results show that computer-based classifications are signifi-
cantly more accurate than averaged human-based classifications
for these two traits.
Although there is still room for improvement in the classification
of personality traits from profile pictures, our results show that
Facebook profile pictures convey relevant information for classify-
ing the personality traits of an individual.
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